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QUESTION 1

Which of the following are included in typical business models of cloud services? (Multiple choice) 

A. IaaS 

B. PaaS 

C. SaaS 

D. DaaS 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Creating a boot virtual machine on FusionCompute fails, which of the following method can be used to fix the problem?
(Multiple choice) 

A. Repair the host to manage the network link 

B. Leave the host out of maintenance mode 

C. Check the remaining memory space to ensure that there is sufficient storage space 

D. Recreate and Start a virtual machine with the same specification 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which process does not affect migration efficiency in Huawei\\'s FusionSphere business migration solution? 

A. Network bandwidth and quality 

B. The disk IO of the destination VM 

C. Performance of business systems 

D. The amount of data to be migrated 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

Huawei ManageOne ServiceCenter provides several default service templates, which of the following description of the
service template is wrong? 

A. A cloud hard disk instance can be mounted on a running cloud host instance. 

B. A flexible IP address is a static, public IP address that associates a resilient IP address with a cloud host. 

C. In the general cloud host service, support for custom host name, key pair, specify the password and other advanced
properties. 

D. VDC (Virtual Data Center) can be within the computing, storage and network resources unified management. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Huawei ManageOne OperationCenter is the data center unified monitoring and management platform. Which of the
following are the correct descriptions of the OperationCenter? (Multiple Choice) 

A. When the management is FusionCompute of Huawei, FusionManager collects the object information, alarm
information, capacity information of virtualization environment on the FusionCompute, and report to OperationCentere. 

B. When the management is Huawei FusionSphere OpenStack, FusionManager collects the the alarm of virtualization
environment on the FusionSphere OpenStack and report to OperationCentere. 

C. When the management is VMware virtualized environment, the object information is collected by the VMware
vCenter and escalated to the OperationsCenter through the FusionManager. 

D. When the management is the physical equipment, use FusionManager as a monitoring management software, the
FusionManager will report the physical equipment object, performance, alarm, event information to OperationCentere. 

Correct Answer: ABC 
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